Implementation Experience

Kentaro Ogawa  ogawa.kentaro@lab.ntt.co.jp
Development environment

- OS: CentOS 5.3 (CE and FE)
- Coding: C++ (CE and FE)
Status of implementation

• Protocol Mechanisms:
  ✓ Implemented except features related to “Execution” and “Transaction”;
    □ “Execution” and “Transaction” not be included in the first interoperability scenarios.
    □ “Execution” and “Transaction” will be implemented in the future.

• Model Features:
  ✓ Implemented except “PrimaryCEDown”;
    □ Same status as protocol mechanisms.
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Status of implementation (cont.)

• SCTP-TML Features:
  ✓ Implemented except “Ipsec”;
    ☐ Same status as the features on previous page.